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Pervasive Computing has developed a vision where the “computer” is no
longer associated with the concept of a single device or a network of devices,
but rather the entirety of situative services originating in a digital world,
which are perceived through the physical world. It is expected that services
with explicit user input and output will be replaced by a computing landscape
sensing the physical world via a huge variety of sensors, and controlling it via
a plethora of actuators. The nature and appearance of computing devices will
change to be hidden in the fabric of everyday life, invisibly networked, and
omnipresent. Applications and services will have to be greatly based on the
notions of context and knowledge, and will have to cope with highly dynamic
environments and changing resources. “Context” refers to any information
describing the situation of an entity, like a person, a thing or a place. Inter-
action with such computing landscapes will presumably be more implicit, at
the periphery of human attention, rather than explicit, i.e. at the focus of
attention.

In this chapter we will address some of the Pervasive Computing research
challenges and emerging issues of interaction in Pervasive Computing environ-
ments. After computing devices pervade into objects of everyday life, comput-
ers will be “invisible”, but physical interfaces will be “omnipresent”—hidden
in literally “every thing”. It will contrast implicit and explicit interaction
approaches at the frontiers of pervasive, integrated and thus “hidden” tech-
nology. In the outlook, we will give a more systematic prospect of emerging
lines of research.
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1 What is Pervasive Computing?

Computer science nowadays appears to be challenged (and driven) by techno-
logical progress and quantitative growth. Among the technological progress
challenges are advances in sub-micron and system-on-a-chip designs, novel
communication technologies, microelectromechanical systems, nano and ma-
terials sciences. The vast pervasion of global networks over the past years,
the growing availability of wireless communication technologies in the wide,
local and personal area, and the evolving ubiquitous use of mobile and em-
bedded information and communication technologies are examples of chal-
lenges posed by quantitative growth. A shift is currently perceived from the
“one person with one computer” paradigm, which is based on explicit human
computer interaction, towards a ubiquitous and pervasive computing land-
scape, in which implicit interaction and cooperation is the primary mode of
computer supported activity. This change—popularly referred to as “Perva-
sive Computing”—poses serious challenges to the conceptual architectures of
computing, and the related engineering disciplines in computer science.

Historically, Pervasive Computing has its roots in ideas first coined by
the term Ubiquitous Computing. “The most profound technologies are those
that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until
they are indistinguishable from it” was Mark Weiser’s central statement in
his seminal paper in Scientific American in 1991 (Weiser 1991). The conjec-
ture that “we are trying to conceive a new way of thinking about computers
in the world, one that takes into account the natural human environment
and allows the computers themselves to vanish into the background” has fer-
tilized the embedding of ubiquitous computing technology into a physical
environment which responds to people’s needs and actions. Most of the ser-
vices delivered through such a “technology-rich” environment are adapted to
the context, particularly to the person, the time and the place of their use.
Along Weiser’s vision, it is expected that context-aware services will evolve,
enabled by wirelessly ad-hoc networked, mobile, autonomous special purpose
computing devices (i.e. “information appliances”), providing largely invisi-
ble support for tasks performed by users. It is expected that services with
explicit user input will be replaced by a computing landscape sensing the
physical world via a huge variety of sensors, and controlling it via a manifold
of actuators in such a way that it becomes merged with the virtual world.
This interaction principle is referred to as implicit interaction, since input to
such a system does not necessarily need to be given explicitly or attentively.
Applications and services will have to be greatly based on the notion of con-
text and knowledge, will have to cope with highly dynamic environments and
changing resources, and will thus need to evolve towards a more implicit and
proactive interaction with users.
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A second historical vision impacting the evolution of pervasive computing
claimed for an intuitive, unobtrusive and distraction free interaction with
technology-rich environments. In an attempt of bringing interaction “back to
the real world” after an era of keyboard and screen interaction, computers
started to be understood as secondary artifacts, embedded and operating in
the background, whereas the set of all physical objects present in the environ-
ment started to be understood as the primary artifacts, i.e., the “interface”.
Instead of interacting with digital data via keyboard and screen, physical
interaction with digital data, i.e., interaction by manipulating physical arti-
facts via “graspable” or “tangible” interfaces, was proposed. Inspired by the
early approaches of coupling abstract data entities with everyday physical
objects and surfaces like Bishop’s Marble Answering Machine, Jeremijenko’s
Live Wire and Wellner’s Digital Desk, tangible interface research has evolved,
where physical artifacts are considered as both representations and controls
for digital information. A physical object thus represents information, while
at the same time acting as a control for directly manipulating that informa-
tion or underlying associations. With this seamless integration of represen-
tation and control into a physical artifact also input and output device fall
together. In this view, artifacts can exploit physical affordances suggesting
and guiding user actions, while not compromising existing artifact use and
habits of the user. Recent examples for “embodied interaction”, where input
and output are fused into physical object manipulation, include architecture
and landscape design and analysis, object shape modeling interfaces using
brick like blocks or triangular tiles. Although the first attempts towards real-
izing the ubiquitous and pervasive computing vision in the early nineties fell
short due to the lack of enabling hard- and software technologies, now, about
ten years later, new approaches are viable due to technological progress and
quantitative growth.

While the first attempts of the pervasive computing vision in the mid
nineties fell short due to the non-availability of enabling hard- and software
technologies, are now, about fifteen years later, viable. Pervasive computing
initiatives and projects have emerged at major universities worldwide, and na-
tional and international research funding authorities (IST Future and Emerg-
ing Technologies programme of the EU, DARPA, NSF, many national Science
Foundations in Asia, etc.) have accelerated the efforts of a rapidly growing,
vibrant research community. Preliminarily suffering from a plethora of unspe-
cific terms like “Calm Computing”, “Hidden or Invisible Computing”, “Ambi-
ent Intelligence”, “Sentient Computing”, “Post-PC Computing”, “Universal
Computing”, “Autonomous Computing”, “Everyday Computing”, etc., the
research field is has now consolidated from its origins in distributed systems
and embedded systems, and has started to codify its scientific concerns in
technical journals, conferences, workshops and textbooks (e.g. the Journals
on Personal and Ubiquitous Computing (Springer Verlag), Pervasive and Mo-
bile Computing (Elsevier), IEEE Pervasive, IEEE Internet Computing, Int.
Journal of Pervasive Computing and Communications (Emerald), or the an-
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nual conferences PERVASIVE (International Conference on Pervasive Com-
puting), UBICOMP (International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing),
MobiHoc (ACM International Symposium on Mobile Ad Hoc Networking
and Computing), PerComp (IEEE Conference on Pervasive Computing and
Communications), ISWC (International Symposium on Wearable Comput-
ing), IWSAC (International Workshop on Smart Appliances and Wearable
Computing), MOBIQUITOUS (Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Sys-
tems), WMCSA (IEEE Workshop on Mobile Computing Systems and Ap-
plications), AmI (European Conference on Ambient Intelligence)—and an
explosive growth in the number of related conferences in Asia.

This process of “consolidation” is by far not settled today, so that even the
term “Pervasive Computing” must be regarded verdant. A clear research fo-
cus, however, that has crystallized over the past 12 to 24 months is addressing
the very fundamental issue of cooperation in networked embedded systems.
While the Institute for Pervasive Computing at the Johannes Kepler Uni-
versity of Linz and RIPE (Research Institute of Pervasive Computing at the
Softwarepark Hagenberg) has been working over the past eight years along
the paradigm shift of distributed and mobile systems towards (wirelessly)
networked embedded systems (under the umbrella “Pervasive Computing”),
this epoch of paradigms, architectures, methods, algorithms, protocols and
hardware-software systems for “communicating devices” appears to be de-
clining. A new generation of research challenges going way beyond the as-
pect of mere communication or connectivity (among devices) has evolved,
now addressing the principles of “spontaneous, yet meaningful interaction
in context”—among not only “devices’, but more generally among “digital
artifacts”. For this reason, and for this report we therefore select just two
aspects of this next generation of pervasive computing challenges (and give
a more consolidated perspective in the outlook of this chapter):

1. ensembles of (context) Aware Digital Artifacts, and
2. embodied Interaction (i.e., interfaces embedded into artifacts, subject to

physical interaction).

2 Ensembles of Digital Artifacts

As we observe an increasing number of real-world objects with embedded
computing capabilities like vehicles, tools and appliances, computers, mo-
bile phones and portable music players (we refer to such technology-enriched
physical objects as Digital Artifacts, or just artifacts), the issue of their in-
teraction becomes a dominant issue of HCI research. Technology integrated
into everyday objects like tools and appliances, and environments like offices,
homes and cars, etc. turns these artifacts into entities subject to human-
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artifact interaction whenever humans use those appliances or become active
in those environments. Moreover, built with networked embedded systems
technology, they become increasingly interconnected, diverse and heteroge-
neous entities subject to artifact-artifact interaction, raising the challenge of
an operative, and semantically meaningful interplay among each other (see
Figure 1).

Context Aware Digital Artefacts. Figure 1

One approach to address this challenge is to design and implement sys-
tems able to manage themselves in a more or less autonomous way. While
self-management stands for the ability of a single artifact to describe itself,
to select and use adequate sensors to capture information describing its con-
text, self-organizing stands for the ability of a group of possibly heterogeneous
peers to establish a spontaneous network based on interest, purpose or goal,
and to negotiating and fulfilling a group goal. A way of implementing artifacts
is based on miniaturized stick-on embedded computing systems, integrating
sensor, actuator and wireless communication facilities. Such stick-on solutions
can then be attached or built into everyday objects, and executing software
stacks that implement selforganization in a totally distributed style. Interac-
tion at the application level is invoked based on the analysis of self-describing
profile data exchanged among nearby artifacts. Self-management builds up
the basis for the self-organization of artifact ensembles, which stands for their
ability to establish a spontaneous network based on individual interest, pur-
pose or goal, and to negotiate and fulfill a group goal through cooperation.
Research on self-managing and -organizing systems has attracted much in-
terest in the computer science community [HKH+04, IU97, MS01, Zig].
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2.1 Context Awareness

Context awareness refers to the ability of the system to recognize and localize
objects as well as people and their intentions. The context of an application is
understood as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation
of an entity”, an entity being “a person, place or object that is considered rel-
evant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user
and applications themselves”. A key architecture design principle for context-
aware applications is to decouple mechanism for collecting or sensing context
information and its interpretation, from the provision and exploitation of this
information to build and run context-aware applications. To support build-
ing context-aware applications, software developers should not be concerned
with how, when and where context information is sensed. Sensing context
must happen in an application independent way, and context representation
must be generic for all possible applications.

The ability to describe itself is an important aspect of an autonomous
digital artifact, which allows for expressing all kinds of context information.
The use of a self-description is twofold: it provides local applications with
an awareness of the artifact’s context on the one hand, and it serves as a
basis for achieving awareness about other artifacts by exchanging the self-
descriptions on the other hand. We agree with the definition of awareness
given in [FHR+06a], where it is defined as “an understanding of the activi-
ties of others, which provides a context for your own activities”. We consider
the concept of self-describing artifacts as a promising approach of imple-
menting implicit interaction among autonomous systems, particularly with
regard to an open-world assumption (i.e. interacting artifacts do not know
each other in advance) where an ad-hoc exchange of self-descriptions upon
encountering other artifacts in required in order to get an awareness of their
context. We therefore follow the approach of autonomous digital artifacts
able to exchange the self-description upon becoming aware of the existence
of another artifact in a direct “peer-to-peer” manner. Further interaction can
then be parametrized and contextualized considering the provided context
information of the interaction counterpart. In [FR07], we have presented a
context-aware profile for self-description and its exchange for arbitrary ar-
tifacts, and surveyed work regarding self-description and profiles. Examples
of the integration and miniaturization of sensor and wireless communication
hardware is given in Figure 2.

A second examples of one of our successful digital artifact designs is
the SPECTACLES system Figure 3. It represents a modular, autonomous,
lightweight, wirelessly communicating wearable display device, that can be in-
tegrated into the physical structure of an eyeglasses frame. As an autonomous,
wearable display system it is enabled to communicate with its environment
wirelessly (technologies like BT and WiFi are integrated), sense different en-
vironmental parameters, and display different kinds of media (video, audio,
image, text). Besides the output facilities, the computational platform of
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The Integration Process for a context aware digital artifact: identifica-
tion, authentication, positioning and tracking technologies are combined
with multi-sensor systems, wireless communication, storage and compu-
tational resources, to be invisibly embedded into an everyday object like
a car key, giving an “aware” digital artifact.

Figure 2

SPECTACLES is designed to be flexible enough to support the integration
of input devices like cameras, accelerometers and other sensor units that can
act as a means for natural human-computer-interaction and as a source for
recognizing the context.

Spatial Abstraction 2.2

Clearly, the traditional approach of instructive systems [Wan04] with their
passive, deterministic, context-free and pre-programmed nature appears less
appropriate as an architecture for service ensembles as conglomerates of indi-
vidual devices. A more autonomous system architecture [Hor01] is demanded,
coordinating the activities within service ensembles in a self-organized or goal-
oriented style. Towards such an autonomous system quality we identify two
aspects of system properties, the first relating to the individual devices, the
second to spontaneous configurations (or ensembles) of such devices:

1. self-management, which stands for the ability of a single device to acquire
information that can help to understand its situation or context [Dey01],
and to adapt to changing contexts at runtime, and

2. self-organization, i.e. the ability of devices to spontaneously (upon service
requests) join into ad-hoc service ensembles to e.g. negotiate and achieve
ensemble goals through coordinated actions.
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Figure 3 SPECTACLES: A wearable computer system comprising a PXA270 XS-
cale CPU on a gumstix verdex motherboard (400MHz 16 MB FLASH,
64 MB RAM), an optics subsystem with display adapter board and mi-
cro camera unit (Kopin K230LV AMLCD – 320×240 PixelSymbol), ac-
celerometer and digital compass (ADXL 330 and HMC6352), a global po-
sitioning system (USGlobalSat EM-408 SiRF III GPS receiver), wireless
communication units (LAN9117 Ethernet controller, Marvell 88W8385
Modul – 802.11(b) and 802.11(g), BT 2.0) and an autonomous power
management system.

Our focus here is on devices which are equipped with sensors, actuators, as
well as with computing and wireless communication technology to support
ad-hoc networking. Since these devices can have various different kinds of
appearance (like shape, size, mobility, etc.) and digital technology embedding
(e.g. mobile phones, smart appliances, smart rooms, etc.), we refer to them as
“digital artifacts”. Common to our notion of a smart artifact is its ability to
collect information from sensor data to understand their context, to represent
and reason about its perception of the environment, to share this perception
with and to collaboratively adjust with other digital artifacts within certain
zones influence, and to autonomously act in order to achieve ensemble goals.

Both self-management and self-organization have received much research
attention in computer science over the past years [HMG05, JBL+06, KC03,
MMTZ06, SFH+03a]. Particularly have self-organization principles as in-
spired by nature attracted the attention of computer scientists [HG03, KE01,
MMTZ06, SFH+03a, ZGMT04]. In the respective literature, self-organization
is defined as a process in which “patterns at the global level of a system
emerge solely from interactions among lower-level components” [CFS+01],
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where pattern refers to structure and organization in both space and time.
Self-organization hence is way beyond centralized coordination, and complex
collective behavior results from contextual local interactions between compo-
nents [SFH+03a]. Local interactions in turn are based on individual goals and
the perception of the respective environment. The essence of self-organization
is that system structure, and thus collective behavior, often appears without
explicit trigger or pressure from outside the system, but is inertial to the sys-
tem and results from interactions within the system. System structure can
evolve in time and in space, may maintain stable form or exhibit transient
phenomena, or may grow or shrink in size, number or feature.

As digital artifacts are situated in physical space, it is ultimately impor-
tant to consider their spatial properties and in particular spatial relation-
ships between them. We therefore address spatial abstractions as essential
for the self-organization of digital artifact ensembles. Actually, most of the
known phenomena of self-organization and -adaptation in nature are phenom-
ena of self-organization in space [MZ05], and [ZM04] identifies the concept
of space and the awareness of distributed components of their surrounding
to play an important role for mechanisms of self-organization. However, as
self-organization is based on (direct or indirect) contextual local interactions
between the components of a system, both the inference of high-level con-
textual information from spatial relationships, as well as standardized means
for exchanging spatial information between the components through so-called
self-descriptions are issues of research (see [HE03, SFH+03b]). With regard
to spatial information about an artifact’s environment, challenges we observe
are the maintenance of a spatial model of the environment as well as the pro-
vision of a spatial programming model for defining spatially-aware behavior.

Components of a Digital Artifact 2.3

To technology-enriched physical objects we refer to as digital artifacts. One
way of implementing such artefacts is based on miniaturized computer sys-
tems to be attached to or embedded in everyday objects, which integrate
sensors (for acquiring context information from the environment), actuators
(for reacting to the environment), communication facilities (for communicat-
ing with other artifacts and IT-systems), a runtime system (for storing and
processing sensed data or data received from other artifacts), and provide
external services to their surroundings (see Figure 4). It is typically a mo-
bile device with a small form factor, constrained processing capabilities and
limited energy resources due to battery operation, it is context-aware due
to its sensors and operates autonomously (i.e. without any centralized con-
trol), and it acts according to certain defined goals (which may be achieved
cooperatively by interacting with other artifacts).
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Figure 4 Components of a digital artifact.

We are convinced that in an environment with numerous autonomous en-
tities, interaction has to be achieved in a distributed, non-centralized way,
and we thus think that peer-to-peer concepts are more suitable for the coop-
eration among artifacts than client-server architectures. In order to support
interaction, we suggest using some kind of self-description that is exchanged
among entities upon coming within communication range. It contains context
information that is relevant for the interaction (e.g. physical properties like
an artifact’s size, weight or color, its spatial contexts like position and direc-
tion, or its capabilities in terms of provided services), and is extensible with
regard to supporting a variety of application scenarios. However, an artifact
need not comprise the full functionality shown in Figure 4, and thus may
not be able to interact with other artifacts on its own, but only on behalf
of another artifact serving as a “proxy” [FHdSR+07]. The focus of this work
is on two particular properties of an artifact, namely autonomy and context-
awareness. As artifacts are by nature distributed throughout physical space,
we consider their inherent spatial properties, in particular their position, di-
rection and shape, as well as spatial relationships between them, as valuable
context information for a variety of applications, and propose a model for
building spatially-aware applications.
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Self-Description 2.4

The ability to describe itself is an important aspect of an autonomous dig-
ital artifact, which allows for expressing all kinds of context information.
The use of a self-description is twofold: it provides local applications with
an awareness of the artifact’s context on the one hand, and it serves as a
basis for achieving awareness about other artifacts by exchanging the self-
descriptions on the other hand. We agree with the definition of awareness
given in [DB92], where it is defined as “an understanding of the activities of
others, which provides a context for your own activities”. We consider the
concept of self-describing artifacts valuable for interacting autonomous sys-
tems, particularly with regard to an open-world assumption (i.e. interacting
artifacts do not know each other in advance) where an ad-hoc exchange of
self-descriptions upon encountering other artifacts is required in order to get
an awareness of their context. In [FHdSR+07, FHR+08] we propose a Digital
Artifact Service which is responsible for exchanging the self-description upon
becoming aware of the existence of another artifact. Further interaction can
then be parametrized and contextualized considering the provided context
information of the interaction counterpart.

Zones of Influence of Digital Artifacts and Potential Areas of Applica-
tion (upper row). Multiple and Dynamic Zones of Influence in Car2Car
Scenarios (lower row).

Figure 5
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2.5 Spatial Awareness

With spatial awareness we refer to the knowledge an artifact has about its
own and other artifacts’ spatial properties (e.g. position), as well as about
spatial relations to or between other artifacts (e.g. distance). To spatial prop-
erties and relations we refer to as spatial context. Several categories for rep-
resenting spatial context information can be distinguished:

� quantitative (i.e. using numerical values) vs. qualitative (i.e. using abstract
symbols),

� absolute (i.e. with respect to an extrinsic frame of reference) vs. relative
(i.e. with respect to the spatial context of another artifact),

� static (i.e. at a certain point in time) vs. dynamic (i.e. the degree of change
at a point in time), and

� point in time (i.e. a snapshot at a certain time) vs. time series (i.e. a
trajectory of context values over a sequence of points in time).

Our approach for representing spatial properties is the use of so-called
Zones-of-Influence (ZoI), which typically contain absolute quantitative static
values given at a point in time. They are a means for explicitly defining geo-
graphical areas (referred to as shapes in the following) of an artifact that are
relevant for applications, as well as their positions and directions in space.
Moreover, by relating ZoIs of artifacts with respect to certain spatial proper-
ties, spatial relations among them such as “intersects” and “on the left hand
side” can be defined, as well as dynamic relations such as “moving away” or
“growing”. Besides the representations of spatial properties and relations at
certain points in time, time series of spatial contexts can be considered too.

3 Quantitative Space: Zones-of-Influence

In order to deal with space computationally, it has to be represented in a
standardized way such that it can be processed by a computer. In this re-
gard, we distinguish two types of space: quantitative space and qualitative
space. Quantitative space deals with numerical values of spatial characteris-
tics, which are represented with Zones-of-Influence as discussed in this sec-
tion. The second type is qualitative space, which is based on symbolic abstrac-
tions (i.e. symbols are used for representation rather than numeric values) of
quantitative spatial information (as provided by sensors for example).

The implementation of space awareness based on the exploitation of spatial
properties (e.g. position) and relations (e.g. distance) among physical objects
in the real world, we associate XML-based self-descriptions with each and
every artifact (or object) subject to a space awareness service. As an example,
in our software framework for an autonomous computing platform (Peer-It)
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[FHR+08], a descriptive model for the space surrounding an object has been
developed. Basically, the ZoI of an object refers to the spatial outreach to
which an object can perceive the presence of another object, or be perceived
by others. ZoIs, as geometrical descriptions of the vicinity of an object, hence,
describe the extent of the subspace within which an object can interact with
another object (it is possible to define arbitrary three-dimensional shaped
ZoI’s). The ZoI concept builds on technological sensors for distance (like mi-
crowave, ultrasound or radio based sensors), and orientation (like compasses,
accelerometers or gyroscopes) embedded into a digital artifact, to be able
to scan its vicinity for other objects. Interaction with another object can be
initiated by

� overlapping or intersecting ZoI-geometries or
� by relating position, orientation, size, or any other item of information in

the self-description of an object to the self-description of another object.

Digital artifacts hence can become “spatially aware” about each other. They
can build up knowledge about where other artifacts are, how far or close they
are, and reason about their orientation.

A single artifact can be associated with multiple simultaneous ZoIs, see
e.g. multiple ZoIs for a car, e.g. to support

� a car theft application (red),
� a pedestrian safety application (yellow),
� a drive-by-wire application (green), or
� a obstacle avoidance application (purple) in Figure 5.

The spatial properties of an object encoded into its ZoI can either be static
(i.e. not changing over time) or dynamic (i.e. dependent on a respective
context—see e.g. the Car2Car speed dependent interactions in a drive-by-
wire situation in Figure 5, bottom).

The position of a ZoI is referred to as anchor point, and its shape and size
are specified relative to the anchor point. Applications now that implement
space awareness usually make use of the ZoI geometry of an artifact, and its
respective anchor point. Basically, when an object artifact the ZoI of another
artifact, their self-descriptions are exchanged via wireless communication, and
related to each other wrt. orientation and distance of their anchor points. The
so generated “spatial information” can then be used to control the behavior
of an artifact.

Spatial properties such as position and direction are usually acquired from
corresponding sensors. Every sensor provides readings which are given for
two- or three-dimensional space, and with respect to its specific reference
system. In the following, common representations for position and direction
are presented, and the representation of Zones-of-Influence is explained in
detail.

For the property position, an indoor location sensor (see [HSK04, HB01,
Leo98]) may provide three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates relative to a
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certain point in the building, and a GPS receiver provides spherical polar co-
ordinates in a reference frame for the whole earth. A comprehensive overview
of coordinate systems can be found in [Dan]. As mentioned already, the fo-
cus of this work is on multiple interacting artifacts which may use different
spatial sensor. In order to recognize relations by comparing their sensor read-
ings, a common coordinate system is required. The most common coordinate
system, which is used by GPS, is the World Geodic System WGS84 [IoD]. In
this system, points are typically represented as spherical polar coordinates
in longitude, latitude and altitude. However, it is possible to convert these
polar into Cartesian coordinates using the earth centered (i.e. its origin is
the center of the earth) and earth fixed (i.e. coordinates of a point on the
earth’s surface do not change). In such a Cartesian ECEF system, positional
relations between two points on the surface of the earth require special treat-
ment; for example, the shortest Euclidean distance between them differs from
the actual distance on the surface.

There are also different reference systems for the property direction (in
literature often referred to as orientation). A common direction system is the
North-East-Down (NED) system defined by the x-axis pointing to the north,
the y-axis pointing to the east and the z-axis heading towards the center of
the earth. For the representation of directions, different systems are used, for
example Euler angles or orientation Quaternions. The former is usually used
for navigation applications, where a sequence of rotations around the axes is
given by the following values: yaw (i.e. a rotation around the z-axis in a NED
system), pitch (i.e. a rotation around the y-axis in a NED system) and roll
(i.e. a rotation around the x-axis in a NED system). It should be noted that,
if multiple different reference systems are to be used together, there must be
means for either transforming values among them or in a common system.

A precondition for using spatial properties with digital artifacts is to
embed them into the artifacts’ self descriptions. There are many ways for
representing spatial properties like position, direction and shape. A virtu-
ally unmanageable huge number of markup languages, partially developed
for specific application domains, exists by now. Prominent examples are
the Keyhole Markup Language (KML)1 which is used for describing three-
dimensional geospatial data in Google Earth, and the Geography Markup
Language (GML)2 which serves as a modeling language and interchange for-
mat for geographic systems. Due to the complexity of these standards, we
decided to develop markup elements tailored to the description of spatial
properties and qualitative relations. However, as the architecture allows to
exchange the components which are responsible for parsing the spatial con-
text contained in self-descriptions (see Section 5), it is easily possible to use
other means for their representation.

1 http://code.google.com/apis/kml/
2 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/gml
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In order to cope with the characteristics of space-aware digital artifacts we
define a Zones-of-Influence definition to be contained in the top-level struc-
turing element DADescriptionElement of an artifact’s self-description. The
XML description of the respective ZoI element consists of the following items:

Name: Serves as an identification of the zone as well as a semantic identifier
for applications. The name must be unique per artifact.

Position: Defines the position of the so-called anchor point of the zone (e.g.
using WGS84 ECEF coordinates), defining a reference point for recogniz-
ing relations like distance and orientation to other zones. It is typically
the value sensed by some position sensor; however, it can also be deter-
mined by other static or dynamic contexts. It should be noted that this
point need not be the physical position of the artifact nor the center of the
zone’s shape. In order to be able to compare sensor values from different
sensors using different reference systems, the used reference system has to
be specified using the XML attribute refSystem.

Direction: Defines the direction of the anchor point in space, which deter-
mines how the overall zone is oriented in space (e.g. using Euler angles).
As for position, the direction can be static or dynamic and the reference
system has to be specified using the attribute refSystem.

Shapes: Each ZoI consists of one or more shapes defining the spatial ex-
tension of the zone. A shape can be a predefined basic shape like a
sphere or a cube, or an arbitrary freeform shape. Each shape requires
specific parameters describing its characteristics (e.g. width, height and
depth for cuboids). The position and direction of a single shape are given
relative (and according to the respective reference system) to the an-
chor point’s position and direction of the overall zone (with the elements
Position and Direction) using the XML elements RelativePosition
and RelativeDirection, respectively.

An important aspect of a zone is that its spatial properties (i.e. posi-
tion, direction and shape) can be dynamic, since the properties of moving
artifacts are subjects to change. A ZoI is called dynamic if at least one spa-
tial property depends on a dynamic context as for example determined by
a physical sensor. In order to allow for modelling dynamic zones, references
to sensor data sources are introduced. It specifies both where the data can
be acquired from, and how the values are to be interpreted for their use
in an artifact’s self-description. A SensorData element can provide either a
primitive or a complex type (as known from programming languages). The
accessor component defined by the attribute accessor is responsible for fetch-
ing the corresponding value whenever it is referenced. We have defined an
OSGiSensorDataService that provides sensor data using an interface with a
single method which returns a String containing a potentially complex data-
type, which is parsed using the semicolon as delimiter. An example for the
usage of this service is depicted in the XML fragment below:
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<DADescriptionElement type=" SensorData" name=" Position"
accessor =" OSGiSensorDataService">

<SvcName > at.jku.pervasive.fact.IsenseTracker </SvcName >
<Param > COM1 </Param >
<UpdateInterval > 10 </UpdateInterval > <!-- in [Hz] -->
<Values > <!-- service provides CSV value -->

<x type=" token" token =";" nrToken ="0"/ >
<y type=" token" token =";" nrToken ="1"/ >
<z type=" token" token =";" nrToken ="2"/ >

</Values >
</DADescriptionElement >

A dynamic Zone-of-Influence references such a SensorData element, whereas
primitive elements are referenced by their name and a prefix @ (e.g. @Position),
and complex types are referenced using a “dot notation” (e.g. @Position.x)
as the following example shows. Mathematical calculations can be specified
using the @Eval definition containing mathematical expressions as parame-
ters.

<DADescriptionElement type="ZoI">
<Name > CurrentRadioRange </Name >
<Position refSystem =" WGS84ECEF">

<X> @Position.x </X>
<Y> @Position.y </Y>
<Z> @Position.z </Z>

</Position >
<Shape type=" sphere">

<Radius > @Eval(@SNR /10) </Radius >
</Shape >

</DADescriptionElement >

Aside the quantitative abstractions of space expressed with ZoIs above,
there is, however, also need and potential to express and exploit more quan-
titative expressions of space to control the behavior of digital arefacts. We
look into more details of these possibilities in the sequel.

4 Qualitative Space: Spatiotemporal Relations

Qualitative abstractions of space represent spatial information with abstract
symbols such as “inside”, “left”, “far away” or “towards” instead of numeric
values such as “3.52m away”. Qualitative space abstractions do have sev-
eral advantages. First, qualitative models allow for dealing with coarse and
imprecise spatial information, which is an important property whenever ex-
act sensor information is not available or precise answers are not required
[CFH97, HN02, MDF05]. Second, processing quantitative knowledge is more
complex and thus computationally more expensive [Fre92], which is of partic-
ular relevance for embedded systems with constrained resources such as pro-
cessing power, storage capacity or limited communication bandwidth. Third,
and of great importance with regard to human computer interaction, is the
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similarity of qualitative representations to their expression in natural lan-
guages [RM04]. Not all inferences need the precision of quantitative methods
[For97, FR93]. Often qualitative predicates are sufficient.

A considerable amount of research is dedicated to qualitative spatial rep-
resentation and reasoning, which is concerned with abstracting continuous
spatial properties and relations of the physical world, and inferring knowl-
edge from the respective qualitative representations. Research in this field
is driven by the observation that spatial reasoning in our everyday life is
mostly driven by qualitative abstractions than a-priori quantitative knowl-
edge, and it has led to an increasing interest in the investigation of spatial
concepts from a cognitive viewpoint [CH01]. Today, though, qualitative spa-
tial reasoning has mainly been studied in the context of artificial intelligence
(e.g. for robot navigation of high-level computer vision) and geographic in-
formation systems (GIS). Comprehensive overviews of this topic are given in
[CH01, Her94, HN02], among others. Detailed discussions on linguistic and
cognitive aspects can be found in [BF04, CFH97, Her94, Ten05]. The main
challenge was to allow machines to represent and reason about space and
spatial relations without using quantitative techniques.

In the following subsections, we will describe how different types of rela-
tions can be recognized by comparing zone descriptions and represented in
a qualitative way (see Section 4.1), and which high-level contexts can be
inferred by means of closure and composition operations on the one hand,
and logical or temporal combinations of relationships on the other hand (see
Section 4.2). Finally, a rule-based approach for inferring relations as well as
for maintaining and querying a repository of relationships is discussed in
Section 4.3.

Relationship Recognition and Representation 4.1

The recognition of spatial relationships is based on a pairwise comparison of
zone descriptions, namely their quantitative spatial data (as provided e.g. by
sensors). However, qualitative relations may also be recognized by dedicated
sensors such as the ultrasonic peer-to-peer sensor presented in [HKG+05], or
using a location tracking system (e.g. [Eka]) which allows to assign symbols to
location areas and thus provides some qualitative topological relations. This
means that, as soon as an artifact receives the self-description of another one,
it compares the absolute quantitative information of zones contained therein
(e.g. the shape which is a-priori known, or the position provided by a GPS
module) with its own zones and calculates binary relations from it. The latter
artifact is often referred to as primary object in literature [CH01], the former
one—i.e. the artifact which recognized the spatial relation—is referred to as
reference object. As we relate zones, we refer to them as primary zone p and
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reference zone r, respectively. Note that an artifact can have multiple zones,
and zones of a single artifact can also be related with respect to each other.

A binary relation in general is defined as an association between two sets.
We just consider spatial relations over a single set of zones Z, in which each
zone x ∈ Z is associated with another zone y ∈ Z to which a spatial rela-
tion R exists; in this case, it holds that (x, y) ∈ R. Such a relation is often
denoted as R(x, y), and it is read as “x is in relation R to y”. Taking for
example the distance relation, and assuming that two artifacts a and b are
aware of their two-dimensional location from e.g. an indoor tracking system,
they could exchange their position information and compute the Euclidean
distance among each other—which is a quantitative distance relation between
their physical zones.

Qualitative spatial reasoning is commonly realized in form of calculi over
sets of jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint spatial relations (i.e. non-
overlapping relations covering the whole space, also referred to as base rela-
tions), which are in turn defined over sets of spatial entities. Thus, in order
to represent spatial relations in a qualitative way, it is necessary to decide
on a certain kind of spatial entity first among which the binary relations are
defined. With regard to positional and directional relations, mainly points
[Fre92, Mor04] and line segments [AEG94, MRW00] have been used for rep-
resenting physical objects in space; the representation of extended objects
is discussed in [CBGG97, Ege89, RCC92], among others. We decided to use
points for positional and directional relations between disjoint zones (i.e. each
zone is represented by its anchor point), and their extension for topological
relations (i.e. the zones’ shapes are related). However, it should be noted that
points may no longer be a suitable abstraction for positional and direction
relations in the case that two zones are nearby or even overlap; instead, it
will be necessary to incorporate the artifacts’ extensions in order to recognize
meaningful relations (see [Her94]).

Qualitative spatial relations can be classified in two categories, namely
static and dynamic ones. First, qualitative static spatial relations represent
spatial relations between zones at a certain point in time. We distinguish four
types which are shown in Figure 6, whereas two zones p (the primary zone)
and r (the reference zone) are placed in two-dimensional Euclidean space;
however, the relations are defined correspondingly in three dimensions. For
topological relations, five relations between regions are defined according to
the RCC-5 calculus; a more detailed qualitative representation distinguishing
eight relations is provided by the RCC-8 calculus [CBGG97, Ege89]. For
orientation and direction relations, a cone-based qualitative representation
which partitions the space in a 360◦ range in four equally sized sectors is
used. In this regard, orientation relations describe where the primary zone
is placed relative to the reference zone [CH01, Her94], wherefore the space
around the reference zone is partitioned and the relation is denoted by the
region in which the primary zone is located. Similarly, directional relations
relate the direction of the primary zone (as given by its intrinsic direction
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axis) with that of the reference zone, wherefore the space around the primary
zone is partitioned according to the direction axis of the reference zone and
the region in which the direction axis of the primary zone points denotes
the directional relation. Distance relations partition the space around the
reference zone r in circular ranges, where the range of an outer distance
relation is bigger than that of an inner one [CFH97, IHM03].

Static and dynamic relations expressing qualitative spatial interrelation-
ship (among digital artifacts in 2-D).

Figure 6

Correspondingly, four types of qualitative dynamic spatial relations rep-
resent how a zone’s spatial relation is changing in terms of metric values at
a certain point in time. However, such changes need not result in changes
of the corresponding static spatial relations; for example, two zones may be
“moving away” from each other at a certain point in time, but the static spa-
tial relation “near” may still exist. Dynamic topological relations represent
a change in the scale of the primary with respect to the reference zone, as
for example that it is growing. For dynamic orientation relations, the space
is partitioned in the same way as for static ones, but around the primary
zone; the region in which the thick arrow points denotes the dynamic rela-
tion. Dynamic spatial relations can be recognized either by comparing the
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corresponding spatial relations at least two successive points in time, or by
using spatial sensors already providing quantitative relations (see [KKG05]).

There are some important things to consider. First, the presented spatial
relations—both their existence and meanings—depend on the application do-
main in which they are used. Our approach to cope with this challenge is that
the developed middleware (see Section 5) supports different spatial relations
with varying meanings for one or more application domains. This specifically
concerns the meaning of the spatial abstractions, namely how the space is
partitioned for a certain relation. A related issue is the granularity of po-
sitional and directional relations, which can be changed by partitioning the
space in a bigger number of intervals. Third, for dynamic relations, there
must be means for representing the absence of relative motion, wherefore
four additional relations—“stable-size” (for topology), “stable-orient” (for
orientation), “stable-dist” (for distance) and “stable-dir” (for direction)—are
introduced.

These relations build up a powerful basis for qualitative spatial reasoning,
but can be extended with further relations in order to increase their granular-
ity, cover other types of spatial context or be conform to certain application
needs. Once a relation has been recognized at a certain point in time, it is
inserted in the relations repository.

Another important thing to consider are frames of reference, as they in-
fluence the semantics of spatial relations; common classifications of refer-
ence frames can be found in [Fra98, MTBF03, MSER99, Ten05]. A further
classification distinguishing three types of reference frames can be found in
[AEG94, CFH97, HCF95], where the focus of this work is on the first two of
them:

Intrinsic: relations are given by inherent properties of the reference zone
(e.g. it fixes the front side of the reference zone r according to its direction
axis for orientation relations, or the zone’s size interests distance relations)

Extrinsic: relations are determined by external factors (e.g. the North Pole
serves as a reference direction for orientation relations, and the earth ref-
erence frame’s scale defines distances)

Deictic: relations are represented from an external viewpoint

As mention, a self-description may not only contain quantitative descrip-
tions of Zones-of-Influence, but also qualitative relations between them. This
allows artifacts to exchange relations they are aware of among each other,
which is a precondition for inferring relations to artifacts out of communi-
cation range. We define the XML element DADescriptionElement with the
attribute type = "QualitativeRelation" for their representation in self-
descriptions, as shown in the following example. Both the reference and pri-
mary zone are addressed using the schema <artifact identification> :
<name of the zone>, whereas @local is used for the artifact which contains
this relation in its self-description.
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<DADescriptioneElement type=" QualitativeRelation">
<Name > front </Name > <!-- unique relation name -->
<ReferenceZoI > @local:PhyicalBoundaryZoI </ReferenceZoI >
<PrimaryZoI > 00-00-00-70-05-75-67-1B:PhysicalBoundaryZoI </PrimaryZoI >

</DADescriptionElement >

Relationship Inference 4.2

The previous sections described how spatial relations are recognized by com-
paring zone descriptions, and represented in a qualitative way. In this section,
we deal with the issue of how conclusions can be drawn from such qualitative
representations of relations. This is subject of the field of qualitative spatial
reasoning. A huge number of calculi have been developed so far, which fo-
cus on different spatial properties such as orientation and direction, and use
different kinds of spatial entities; a state-of-the-art overview of qualitative
spatial and temporal calculi can be found in [DFWW06, WFDW07].

Our approach is to infer relations from one or more other relations by
means of logical rules as discussed in Section 4.3, making knowledge explicit
which is implicitly available in the relationship repository. The qualitative
relations stored in the repository are not only relations recognized by a com-
parison of ZoIs, but also such which are included in other artifacts’ self-
descriptions. An inferred relation need not be of the same type like the ones
from which it is inferred, as it is the case for operations provided by qualita-
tive spatial calculi; instead, new relations at a higher semantic level can be
inferred from relationship combinations.

A precondition for inferring relations is that they are stored in a relation-
ship repository, each one with the following information:

� name of the relation (e.g. “left”),
� type of the relation (e.g. “orientation”),
� identification of the reference and primary zone between the relation exists,

and
� time interval in which the relation exists.

We distinguish between two types of relationship inference. The first type is
based on a composition of relations between zones. Compositional reasoning
has received much attention in the research community [CH01, Fre92, Her94,
Hol07a]. It deals with the following question: “given the relation between two
entities x and y, as well as y and z, what is the relation between x and z?”
Formally, a composition operation is modeled as follows:

R ◦ S = {(x, z)|∃y ∈ Z : (x, y) ∈ R ∧ (y, z) ∈ S},
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where R and S are qualitative relations and Z is the set of known Zones-of-
Influence. The result of a composition operation depends on the meaning of
the relation [MDF05], and it is often a compound relation (i.e. a set of alter-
natively possible base relations). A related technique for inferring qualitative
relations from existing ones is the utilization of the relation property transi-
tivity [HF07], which correspond to a composition of relations where all three
relations—the two composed ones as well as the resulting relation—are the
same. Although this approach is universal in the sense that it can be applied
to arbitrary relations without the need for considering their meaning, it is
quite limited as many relations like distance and intrinsic orientation are not
transitive.

The second type is the inference of new high-level relations by a logical
and temporal combination of existing ones. For the temporal combination,
a representation of the dimension time is required. A discrete time model
with constant time difference ∆t between two successive points in time is
used therefore, which is motivated by the fact that relations which occur at
“nearly” the same point in time—which again depends on the application
domain and thus must be adjustable by the application—should have the
same discrete point in time. The temporal entities among which relationships
can be defined are time intervals in the discrete time T . An interval [s, e] is
defined by an ordered pair of a start-point s and an end-point e, and it
equals a set of successive points in time: [s, e] = {t ∈ T |s ≤ t ≤ e}. We
follow the argumentations in [All83] and [For97], that the use of intervals
corresponds to our intuitive notion of time. Moreover, as with qualitative
spatial relations, this discretization of time allows for qualitative abstractions
of temporal relations such as “a occurred before b”, which is helpful whenever
exact temporal relationships are not of relevance or unavailable. With this
definition of intervals, it is also possible to represent points in time as time
intervals, where the start- and end-point are equal.

According to [All83], 13 qualitative temporal relations between intervals
can be distinguished at a time, like for example “before”, “equals” and
“during”. As we have proposed in [Hol07b], time intervals in which certain
relations exist can be temporally related therewith, like for example that
near(y, x)[t,t+5∆t] overlaps with the relation left(z, x)[t+2∆t,t+11∆t], where x,
y and z denote Zones-of-Influence and the subscript intervals represent the
discrete time intervals in which the respective relations exist.

4.3 Rule-Based Qualitative Reasoning

We use a declarative, rule-based approach for combining relations and in-
ferring new ones, as well as for querying and maintaining the repository of
existing relationships. The JBoss Drools rule-engine [JBo] is used therefore,
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which serves as a layer of abstraction between the application programming
layer and the low-level relationship recognition which provides information
about qualitative spatial relations at certain points in time. Rules can be
constructed by a human expert in a natural manner, be it with mappings
of rules to natural language sentences (as supported by [JBo]) or by using
a graphical user interface that facilitates the process of selecting and com-
bining relations to rules. Rules are constructed by a human domain expert
and stored in a rule base, and an inference engine matches them against
facts in the relations repository. Rules fire upon changes in the repository,
whereas a rule is executed for each combination of facts for which it is ful-
filled. A so-called agenda is responsible for resolving conflicts and executing
the rules in an appropriate order, as their execution may have an impact on
the repository and thus may cause some rules to be removed from the agenda
for example. Both rules and facts can be added and removed at runtime.

Rules are defined using first-order-logic, and they consist of a conditional
part as well as a consequence part which specifies one or more actions which
are executed in the case of fulfilled conditions (see below). The former specifies
patterns on relations in the working memory, while the main purpose of the
latter is to insert new facts and remove or modify existing ones. An important
feature is that inserted facts can be used in the conditions of other rules.

We distinguish three types of rules:

maintenance rules: perform maintenance operations on the repository,
inference rules: infer relationships from existing ones, and
query rules: query the history of relationships.

A relation that is recognized at time t is inserted with the interval [t, t] in
the repository. Every time a new relation is inserted, or the time-interval of
an existing one changes, all rules are executed by the rule engine. Amongst
others, there are two maintenance rules for managing the relationships stored
in the repository. The first one limits the length of the history, which may
cause relations to be removed from the repository or their intervals’ starting
points to be adapted. The second one merges relations belonging together ; it
therefore checks the repository for pairs of relations with the same name and
zone identification, whose intervals are not in an “after” or “before” relation
to each other as shown in Figure 6. For each such pair, it replaces the interval
of one relation with the union of the two intervals, and removes the other
relation from the repository. Merging relations is also necessary for logical
or and not combinations, in contrast to logical and combinations where an
intersection of the respective intervals is processed.

The second type are the actual inference rules, which are used for infer-
ring new relations from existing ones. They can—logically and temporally—
combine relations like in the “leaving” example of Section 4.2, and insert a
new relation with the respective interval in the repository upon recognition.
The following JBoss Drools code fragment shows the rule for the relation
“leaving”, which is a temporal combination of the spatial relations “near”,
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“medium-dist” and “far”. Another rule may then combine the relation “leav-
ing”, which is generated by the first rule, with the spatial relation “right”
using a logical and.

rule "leaving"
when

Relation(name ==" near", $rZ1:rZone , $pZ1:pZone , $i1:interval)
Relation(name =="medium -dist", rZone ==$rZ1 , pZone ==$pZ1 , $i2:interval)
Relation(name =="far", rZone ==$rZ1 , pZone==$pZ1 , $i3:interval)
eval($i1.meets($i2) && $i2.meets($i3)) <!-- temporal relations -->

then
Relation $r1 = new Relation (" leaving", $rZ1 , $pZ1 ,

$i1.merge($i2.merge($i3 ))); <!-- outer bounds of intervals -->
insertLogical($r1 , true);

The third type of rules are query rules. During the application execution,
newly recognized relationships are inserted in the repository, and others are
removed or their intervals changed. At any time, it is possible to query the
repository for certain relationships or combinations of them, where conditions
on their names, zone identifications and intervals can be defined. The rule
engine we use supports queries with dedicated rules having a conditional part
only, and their results can be iterated at application level by referring to the
name of the query. However, other ways for spatiotemporal queries are can
be found in literature [HKBT05, VL07], whereas SQL-like queries also seem
to be a suitable alternative.

5 Middleware for Space Awareness

We propose a service-oriented architecture for the implementation of the run-
time system of spatially aware digital artifacts. Such a service-oriented design
provides exchangeability of components by defined interfaces, and facilitates
the reuse of already existing blocks of functionality. Our implementation
builds upon the Equinox OSGi framework3. The basis component of the
middleware is the Digital Artifact Service, whose central responsibility is the
exchange of self-descriptions among artifacts. On top of it, there are services
for the maintenance and visualization of received ZoI-descriptions as well as
for recognizing and inferring spatial relations among them. An overview of the
architecture, which consists of six services described in Sections 5.2 and 5.1,
can be seen in Figure 7.

3 http://www.eclipse.org/equinox
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Overview of the architecture. Figure 7

The Digital Artifact Service 5.1

The Digital Artifact Service provides means for discovering other artifacts
and exchanging self-descriptions among them. It builds up an interface for
interacting with artifacts that are within communication range, and has to
provide the following functionality:

� Notification about available and no-longer available artifacts as well as
about changed self-descriptions.
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� Retrieval of the self-descriptions of artifacts which have been notified to
be available.

� Management of self-description elements of the local artifact at runtime
(e.g. adding and removing ZoIs).

Due to the use of OSGi, the implementation of a Digital Artifact Service
that wraps and utilizes existing services can be achieved without modify-
ing existing code. For instance, a Digital Artifact Service can be composed
of existing services for the discovery, communication and exchange of self-
descriptions as shown in Figure 8. In addition to discovering artifacts and
exchanging self-descriptions, it is also possible to utilize simulation-input of
e.g. the Java-based J-Sim4 simulation environment, which allows for pro-
gramming artifacts as individual Java components that communicate with
others via ports, whereas the composition is done in the Tcl script language.

Figure 8 Exemplary compositions of a Digital Artifact Service.

For a prototypical implementation of the Digital Artifact Service, we have
utilized UPnP since it already provides means for discovery of as well as for
communication between devices.

5.2 Services for Spatial Relationship Awareness

On top of this Digital Artifact Service, several services for achieving spatial
relationship awareness have been implemented as shown in Figure 7. A short
overview of their functionality and responsibilities is given in the following:

Zones-of-Influence (ZoI) Service: The major responsibility of the ZoI Ser-
vice is to provide an up-to-date model of the current spatial situations (i.e.
the spatial contexts) of artifacts by maintaining a ZoI object for every zone

4 http://www.j-sim.org
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included in the self-descriptions of artifacts that are known to be available.
Particularly for dynamic zones, namely those for which the spatial prop-
erties (e.g. the position, orientation and shape) are determined by sensor
values, the ZoI Service has to fetch them using the corresponding Sensor
Data Provider. To maintain such an up-to-date model, the ZoI Service
registers itself as a listener at the Digital Artifact Service and creates new
ZoI objects, removes no-longer available ZoIs and adjusts the properties of
existing ones according to the availability of ZoI descriptions of reachable
artifacts and corresponding changes of them.

Visualization Service: The Visualization Service can be used for visualizing
ZoI objects currently maintained by the ZoI Service. It allows to plug in
different scenes, in order to parametrize which ZoIs are visualized (e.g. by
their position or shape type) and how they are visualized. This service is
mainly intended to be used for the visualization of application scenarios
and for evaluation purposes.

Relations Service: The Relations Service accesses the ZoI Service in order
to retrieve Java objects of currently maintained zones, and it provides a
repository of spatial relations between them. For the recognition of rela-
tions, it utilizes pluggable relation recognizers which operate on ZoI objects
and/or the results of other recognizers. Therefore, a recognizer typically
registers itself as a listener of the ZoI Service to get notified about changes
of zones as well as their spatial properties. With this mechanism, it is pos-
sible to use domain-specific relations by simply plugging in corresponding
recognizers as required. We basically distinguish between quantitative and
qualitative relation recognizers, whereas qualitative ones typically utilize
(the results of) quantitative ones. Recognized relations are inserted in the
repository, in order to be used by applications or other recognizers as well
as for the inference of further relations with rules provided by the Rules
Service (see Section 4.3). The insertion takes place at discrete points in
time as discussed in Section 4.2, whereas the time interval—with that
point in time as start- and end-time—is added to the relation object.

Rules Service: The Rules Service is an interface to the rules repository
containing maintenance-, inference- and query-rules by providing means
for removing, modifying and adding them at runtime. Rules are typically
stored in rule files, either in XML or in a form specific to the rule engine.
While the first one is useful when the generation of rules has to be done
programmatically or visually supported using a graphical user interface for
example, the latter is the first choice whenever humans have to edit the
rules manually. For the chosen rules engine [JBo], a conversion between
XML and the engine-specific format is always possible.

Query Service: Finally, the Query Service is the actual main interface to the
application layer. However, due to the OSGi-based architecture, applica-
tions can also access the services underneath. The Query Service accesses
both the Rules Service and the Relations Service in order to deploy query
rules and get the respective results.
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The development process of a spatially aware application is now exem-
plified for the case of a vibro-tactile notification and directional guidance
device, LifeBelt. With LifeBelt we have developed a device intended to act as
a notification and guidance system based on sense of vibration. The system
addresses the challenge of overseeing and overhearing in situations when there
is abundance of visual and auditory stimulations, like in situations of danger
or panic. In such scenarios it is important to notify the user with informa-
tion about a potential threat in an un-obstructive yet demanding manner, so
that his attention is not diverted. Intended as a wayfinding guide in emer-
gency evacuation scenarios, LifeBelt generates notifications about distance
and orientation to the nearest exit, as shown in Figure 9. The notification
is generated via eight embedded tactor elements, lined up in the fabric of a
wrist belt and are connected to the belt micro-controller. Selectively vibrating
tactors indicate direction, the intensity of vibration represents the respective
distance.

Figure 9 Qualitative abstractions of space implemented in the LifeBelt.

The development process involves (i) the identification of spatial relations
between objects which are relevant for the application, along with their type
(e.g. static orientation), the possible values (e.g. front, right, back and left),
their semantics (i.e. how the space is partitioned), dimensionality, etc. In a
LifeBelt scenario we would identify individuals, obstacles in the scene and the
location of exits as artifacts, and relate them to each other spatially. (ii), sec-
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ond, the ZoIs needed for recognizing the relations identified in the first step
are modelled for each artifact. As for the individuals, radial zones of influence
could be assumed, whereas the shape of obstacles could be expressed by ZoIs
with congruent geometry. In step (iii), the respective sensors for determining
the spatial properties position, direction and spatial extension are identified
and integrated. Here, positioning and distance sensors (ultrasonic, microwave
scanners, SNR based wireless communication systems etc.) appear appropri-
ate. Sensors and their interfaces are encoded into the self-description of the
respective artifacts. (iv), relation recognizers are implemented according to
the identified relations and ZoIs, so that finally (v), a rule-based modeling
of the application behavior can be coded by mapping spatial relations or
combinations to the triggering of actions. The inferencing of new high-level
relations and the triggering of application-level actions are well supported by
the framework.

Qualitative abstractions of space implemented in the LifeBelt. Figure 10

Particularly for the explanation of the latter consider a person with a
certain field of view moving towards a point of interest (exit) in Figure 10.
The person is represented by a moving point-shaped ZoI w, and a masonry
with a certain point of interest (emergency exit) which is represented by a
static freeform ZoI p representing the region from which the exit can be seen.
The individual and masonry are equipped with digital artifacts which au-
tonomously exchange their self-descriptions upon coming within reach. Two
types of relations are of interest, namely if the masonry’s ZoI p (i.e. its an-
chor point) is in front of the individual’s ZoI w, and if p also contains w.
The former is a static orientation (with a 35◦ angle for the relation front in
our example) and the latter a static topological relation. If and only if both
spatial conditions are fulfilled (as it is the case for w at time t3 in Figure 10),
the person has presumably looked at the exit. Position and direction of w
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are acquired from the location tracking system, whereas ZoI p is fixed (i.e.
no sensors are required therefore) as the assumed masonry cannot move.

The following XML fragment shows the representation of ZoI p in the
masonry’s self-description. In order to be able to compare sensor values from
different sensors using different reference systems, the used reference system
is specified using the XML attribute refSystem. Direction and position are
acquired from respective Sensor Data Providers, and the shape of the ZoI is
represented using a polygon.
<DADescriptionElement type="ZoI">

<Name > Masonry </Name >
<Position refSystem =" WGS84ECEF2D">

<X> @Position.x </X>
<Y> @Position.y </Y>

</Position >
<Direction refSystem =" NEDEuler2D">

<Yaw > @Direction.yaw </Yaw >
</Direction >
<Shape type=" Freeform2D">

<Point x="0.0" y="0.0"/ >
<Point x=" -36.0" y=" -52.0"/ >
<Point x=" -9.0" y=" -52.0"/ >
<Point x=" -9.0" y=" -84.0"/ >
<Point x=" -22.0" y=" -118.0"/ >
<Point x="108.0" y=" -118.0"/ >

</Shape >
</DADescriptionElement >

The rule is pretty simple. It checks for the concurrent existence of the
two relations front and contains within the same time interval (which is
checked with the function isCurrent()), and inserts a new relation $r in
the repository whose interval is the intersection of those two relations. The
existence of this interval can be queried from the application; in addition, a
certain action such as a vibro impulse can be executed in the consequence
part of the rule as a feedback for the person.
rule "TowardsExit"

when
Relation(name ==" Orientation",value ==" front",

$p:pZoI ,$r:rZoI ,$i1:interval)
Relation(name ==" Topology",value ==" contains",

pZoI==$p,rZoI==$r,$i2:interval)
eval($i1.isCurrent () && $i2.isCurrent ())

then
/* trigger action at application level , e.g. vibration on LifeBelt */

end

6 Embodied Interaction

Extending the notion of a digital artifact, a physical object can represent in-
formation while at the same time acts as a control for directly manipulating
that information or underlying associations. With this seamless integration
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of representation and control into a physical artifact also input and output
device fall together. Placed meaningfully, such artifacts can exploit physi-
cal affordances suggesting and guiding user actions, while not compromising
existing artifact use and habits of the user. More recent examples for “em-
bedded interaction”, where input and output are fused into physical object
manipulation, include architecture and landscape design and analysis, object
shape modeling interfaces using brick like blocks or triangular tiles.

Brygg Ullmer and Hiroshi Ishii introduced “Tangible User Interfaces”
(TUIs) [IU97] and related them to “Graspable Interfaces” [Fit96], as both
involving physical artifacts as (i) representations and (ii) controls for digi-
tal information. A central characteristic of tangible interfaces is the seamless
integration of representation and control within physical objects. Manipulat-
ing physical controls hence stands for directly manipulating their underlying
associations (digital information). Input and Output devices fall together.

According to their definition, TUIs are interfaces that “give physical form
to digital information, employing physical artifacts both as representations
and controls for computational media”. Four characteristics concerning rep-
resentation and control can be formulated:

� Physical representations are computationally coupled to underlying digital
information.

� Physical representations embody mechanisms for interactive control.
� Physical representations are perceptually coupled to actively mediated dig-

ital representations. (visual augmentation via projection, sound . . . )
� Physical state of tangibles embodies key aspects of the digital state of a

system. (TUIs are persistent: turn off the electrical power and there is still
something meaningful here that can be interpreted)

In addition to their definition, tangible interfaces rely on a balance between
physical and digital representations, and digital representations are needed to
mediate dynamic information. There have been many research efforts devoted
to tangible user interfaces, but it has proven difficult to create a definition
or taxonomy that allows to compare and contrast disparate research efforts,
integrate TUIs with conventional interfaces, or suggest design principles for
future efforts. Kenneth Fishkin addressed this problem, presenting a taxon-
omy [Fis04] which uses (i) metaphor and (ii) embodiment as its two axes of
the TUI design space.

Fishkin’s taxonomy [Fis04] uses the concepts of embodiment and metaphor
to classify TUI’s. The rationale behind this is that TUI research has evolved
so broadly, that a simple binary definition to decide whether an interface is
tangible or not is just not sufficient. The proposed solution is to create a two
dimensional taxonomy that allows for a scale of tangibility, weighted along
the two axes of embodiment and metaphor. The definition of embodiment
is effectively a measure of how close the digital output is to the input, and
also to what extent the user thinks that the states of the system are inside
the device. The scale is defined as ranging from “Distant” (the output is
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removed from the input) through “Environmental” (output is around the
user) to “Nearby” (the output is near to the input), ending up with “Full”
embodiment (the output device is the input device).

Key characteristics of TUIs can hence be summarized as follows:

� By coupling digital information to everyday physical objects and environ-
ments, physical representations link to digital information both computa-
tionally and perceptually.

� The interfaces are a physical objects rather than abstract entities.
� The physical representation incorporates the control process.
� A tangible interface is persistent and carries the physical state.
� TUIs exploit physical affordances and suggest (and guide) action.
� TUIs distributed interaction across a range of objects.
� Interaction is thus spread throughout a space.
� Interaction beyond enforced sequentiality (avoids WIMP “click-after-click”

interaction).

As TUIs are devices that give physical form to digital information, em-
ploying physical artifacts as representations and controls of the computational
data, the physical/digital mapping raises an important design challenge. To
be successful, the spatial mapping relationship of the TUI’s objects and their
use must be (i) spatially congruent (e.g. computer-mouse, mapped to cursor
movement), or at least well learned (e.g. QWERTY-keyboard mapped to al-
phabet), (ii) must unify the input space and the output space (as opposed
to the decoupling of action space and perception space when working with
WIMP metaphor interfaces), and (iii) should enable trial-and-error activity,
since in a natural world, human activity is goal-related and exploratory (the
costs of speculative exploration of the task space should be low). Good TUIs
offer a one-to-one coupling of physical and digital objects, and each digital
object has a representation in the real world.

TUIs [UI00] or “embodied interaction” [Dou01] [FMH98] aim at interact-
ing with applications executing in the background by providing natural and
intuitive means of interaction, claiming to be more efficient and powerful
compared with traditional interaction methods in specific cases. TUIs couple
physical representations (e.g. spatially manipulable physical artifacts) with
digital representation (e.g. graphics and sounds), making bits directly ma-
nipulable and perceptible by people [Fit96] [HKSSR97]. In general, tangible
interfaces are related to the use of physical artifacts as representations and
controls for digital information [UI00]. An important class of applications
is defined by the use of TUIs a remote control. Typically, home electronic
devices are equipped and controlled with button based remote controls. At-
tempting to complement the traditional remote control (RC) by a TUI raises
a variety of design issues (see the previous section of this report), but also
carries potential to improve on the usability of remote controlled device.
Since the process of designing TUIs in many cases starts with a problem
analysis of an existing interface paradigm or technology (to be improved or
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replaced), we take the analysis of an RC as an example of reference. Take as
TUI development challenge a universal RC, able to control not only one, but
a whole set of devices or appliances. With such an RC, in order to control
a certain device, the user needs to perform the following general sequence of
operations:

1. Device discovery. Device discovery is necessary when the user is situated
in a non-familiar space, as the user must know whether the desired device
is available or not.

2. Device selection. The user must select, out of a whole ensemble of devices,
which one to control. Alternatively, a certain device can be implicitly se-
lected based on the user’s context (i.e. information about his situation),
preferences, and history.

3. Connection. The RC must be able to connect to the selected device. Thus,
a communication channel must be established between the control artifact
and the device such that control commands from the artifact can be relayed
to the device.

4. Device control. A device offers a set of services, and the user manipulates
the control artifact to set up input values for the services. To do so, the
following steps are performed:

� Service discovery. If the user is not already familiar with the device, then
it needs to know the services provided by the device. In many cases,
the user already knows which service it needs to control. For example,
it is common knowledge that air conditioning devices have at least two
services: temperature and fan power.

� Service selection. The user chooses one of the services to control. For
example, in the air conditioner case, it chooses temperature.

� Control parameter steering. The user sets up values for the controllable
parameters of the service.

Considerable research and development efforts have been devoted to step 1
([Upn], [Wal99], [Blu], [VZT05]), step 2 ([VKP+03], [Nfc], [KLH02]), step 3
([Blu], [Wif], [Zig]), and step 4a ([VKP+03], [Blu]). As for steps 4b and 4c,
a combined approach for controlling the environment with physical artifacts,
which allows to browse and select both devices and their services as well
as to steer the input values of a selected service with simple gestures, is
described in [HRLF06]. The study explains how only two types of gestural
manipulations with a cube-shaped TUI that can be intuitively associated
to service selection and to steering, respectively: Flip and Turn. In general,
the geometry of objects suggests manipulation affordances in a TUI. The
geometry of a physical object defines a number of stable mechanical equilibria
of the object placed on a planar horizontal surface. A flip-gesture now moves
the object from one stable equilibrium to another, by changing the object’s
orientation wrt. the surface. Thus, a flip-manipulation triggers a change of the
selected service. A box can hence be used to select from up to six services. A
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turn-gesture is a rotation of an object along a defined axis. This can be used to
steer the parameter value of the selected service. Both gestures are geometric
rotations of objects, which can be traced by integrated accelerometers and
gyroscopes. Flipping and turning hence reveals to be a universal approach to
implement a RC TUI.

As for the more general case of RC TUIs, considerable research efforts have
targeted the realization of a “universal interaction device”. One approach are
mobile computing platforms (usually PDAs or smartphones) that can be used
for interacting with multiple services. Examples are the “Universal Informa-
tion Appliance” [ELM+99], the “Universal Interactor” [HKSSR97], or the
“Personal Universal Controller” in [KS03]. The main issues are discovery of
devices and services [VKP+03] and composition of user interfaces [PLF+01],
[KS03]. Discovery is supported by service oriented frameworks, communica-
tion protocols and standards such as UPnP [Upn], Jini [Wal99], Bluetooth
[Blu] and URC [VZT05]. Proposed approaches for device selection include
browsing, pointing and touching [VKP+03], [Nfc], or automatic selection
based on context clues and user history [KLH02]. Connection is supported
by wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, Zigbee [Zig], and WiFi [Wif]. In
general, the universality of the control device means the ability to control
multiple services, with as little a priori information as possible about the ser-
vices. Such a handheld control device suffers from some of the shortcomings of
today’s remote controls: the device is complicated and therefore hard to use,
it offers non-intuitive control means, it requires to be available at all times.
Furthermore, more than a single TUI could be used to control the same ser-
vice. The redundancy of physical objects in the user’s environment together
with a dynamic mapping of objects and movements to services and parame-
ters can ensure that a control object is always handy for any device that the
user decides to control. Tangible User Interface (TUI) research has studied
the capabilities of physical objects as rich input devices. Specific movements
of objects were considered for control. Tilting user interfaces [Rek96] use the
tilt of a portable device as input for the device. In [FRHR05], various arti-
facts and associated gestures are used for device control. Some publications
present TUIs where multiple faces are associated to different functions and
flipping is used to select a function. In [Fit96], flipbricks are described as
part of graspable user interfaces. Different commands, such as “cut”, “copy”,
“paste”, are associated to each face of a flipbrick, and one of them can be ac-
tivated by flipping the brick. The ToolStone device described in [RS00] uses
also the rotation of the device, in addition to flipping, to further increase
the selectable functionalities. With respect to the involved gestures, flipping
and turning have turned out to be manipulations TUIs that can be gener-
ically mapped to abstract control actions. An approach for using physical
objects for home device control is reported in [KS03], where everyday objects
and an augmented table are employed for configuring and using interfaces
to applications. More recently, Bennet and O’Modhrian proposed the term
“Enactive Interfaces” as a classification of interfaces that allow the expres-
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sion and transmission of “enactive knowledge”. I refers to enactive knowledge
(as opposed to symbolic or iconic knowledge) as a form of knowledge that is
stored in bodily sensori-motor responses. Similar ideas have been articulated
in phenomenology (Daseins-Theorie), claiming that we “know” things well
only if we engage with them. Enactive knowledge can hence be built up by
direct engagement with the things in our environment. Assuming those things
representing the input interfaces to computer systems, then an enactive in-
terface can be understood as a particularly direct means of communication
between humans and computers. It is argued that “Enactive interfaces are
desirable because they allow the user to utilize their pre-conceived knowledge
of interacting with the world when using the interface.”

Enactive interfaces (EIs) build on the theory for Enactive Instruments,
which has developed criteria for embodied interaction, i.e. the embodiment
of services in physical artifacts. These are:

� Embodied activity is situated. The agent is situated in an environment.
� Embodied activity is timely. Real-world activity requires real-time con-

straints.
� Embodied activity is multimodal. Concurrent use of multiple sensory

modalities with the possibility of cross coupling between the modalities.
� Embodied activity is engaging. The agent is required by the system and

is actively engaged with it.
� The sense of embodiment is an emergent phenomenon. It may and will

change over time.

TUI’s differ from EI’s in two main aspects: timeliness and engagement.
Bennet and O’Modhrian consider them as not simple binary states, but con-
tinua both (i) from nonengaging through to fully engaging and (ii) from
non-timely through to very timely. They build a two dimensional design
space along the two axis ‘engagement’ and ‘timeliness’, within which it is
possible to place any TUI, with the result that it will be possible to plot
how “enactive” a TUI is: “The utility of this graph is that designers of TUI’s
can gauge the enactive potential of the system they are designing, and modify
their design so as to achieve the desired position within the tangible-enactive
space.”

Grasping Digital Information 6.1

The idea of understanding the touching and grasping of things as an act of
computer input goes back to George Fitzmaurice, who in his PhD thesis on
“Graspable UIs” attempted for a first definition: A Graspable UI design pro-
vides users concurrent access to multiple, specialized input devices which can
serve as dedicated physical interface widgets, affording physical manipulation
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and spatial arrangements. Hence input control can be “space-multiplexed”.
That is, different devices can be attached to different functions, each in-
dependently (but possibly simultaneously) accessible. This, then affords the
capability to take advantage of the shape, size and position of the physical
controller to increase functionality and decrease complexity. It also means
that the potential persistence of attachment of a device to a function can be
increased. By using physical objects, we not only allow users to employ a
larger expressive range of gestures and grasping behaviors but also to lever-
age off of a user’s innate spatial reasoning skills and everyday knowledge
of object manipulations. These physical artifacts are essentially “graspable
functions”—input devices which can be tightly coupled or ‘attached’ to virtual
objects for manipulation, or for expressing actions. These artifacts need to
have spatially-aware computational devices.”

Human gesticulation as a modality of human-machine interaction has been
widely studied in the field of Human-Computer Interaction. With the up-
coming Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing research field, the explicit in-
teraction with computers with mouse, keyboard and screen in the WIMP
metaphor has given way to a more implicit interaction involving all human
senses. As an important part of this tendency, gestures and movements of the
human body represent a natural and intuitive way to interact with physical
objects in the environment. Thus, manipulation of objects can be regarded
as a means of intuitive interaction with the digital world. This paradigm
underlies the research on Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) or “Embodied In-
teraction”. It aims at facilitating “remote control” applications by providing
natural and intuitive means of interaction, which are often more efficient and
powerful compared with traditional interaction methods. TUIs couple physi-
cal representations (e.g. spatially manipulable physical artifacts) with digital
representation (e.g. graphics and sounds), making bits directly manipulable
and perceptible by people. In general, tangible interfaces are related to the
use of physical artifacts as representations and controls for digital informa-
tion. We witness the advent of applications, appliances and machinery that
are richer and richer in information technology, providing large palettes of
services to end users. This richness brings up many challenges to the user in-
terface designer, which must face the task of offering the user simple, natural,
and intuitive interfaces to systems and services.

Interaction with digital information based on physical “things” that we
touch or grasp, shake or toss, flip or turn, can be understood as “remote
controls” in an abstract sense. Input commands can be expressed via the
delivery of a certain gesture, exposed to a certain artifact. To develop an
example of a graspable or tangible interface, we consider the challenge of
designing concepts of remote media controls, like a TV remote control.

The number and usability of remote controls for home entertainment sys-
tems like TV sets, set-top boxes, satellite receivers and home entertainment
centers has reached overstraining complexity: about eight to ten remote con-
trols with about sixty to eighty push-buttons each are typical for a home
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entertainment system setting today. To be able to harness the ever grow-
ing remote control interaction complexity, we propose physical shortcuts to
express the most frequently used control commands.

Contemporary remote controls for home entertainment systems, such as
television sets, sound systems and set-top boxes, are designed according to
a one button per function paradigm. Function overload of modern entertain-
ment systems hence makes button based remote controls a rather confusing
user interface. While some of the buttons are not used at all and some are
used occasionally, there are usually a few functions that are used frequently:
hopping channels/stations (TV or radio), controlling the volume and switch-
ing on/off. Recent television platforms like IPTV set-top boxes, additionally
provide a graphical user interface in order to navigate through a hierarchical
menu structure, demanding even more buttons or yet another remote control.

The kinematics and capabilities of the human hand when grasping and
holding physical objects: power grip (above) and precision grip (below).
From: J. R. Napier: “The Prehensile Movement of the Human Hand”,
The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery, 38-B (4), pp 902–913, London,
1956.

Figure 11

Inspired by the observed inadequacy of the button-based remote control
designs with respect to frequently invoked control commands, alternative
control designs are recommended. As one such alternative, in some of our
work we have proposed physical shortcuts, allowing to issue control com-
mands with gestures natural to the human hand. These physical shortcuts
are implemented as gestures for tangible artifacts, requiring a convincing af-
fordance and a simple but sufficiently versatile gesture set. Operating tradi-
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tional remote controls follows a certain pattern, illustrated with the example
of watching TV:

� grabbing the remote control to switch on the TV,
� pushing some buttons while watching TV,
� putting away the remote control when done.

Analyzing this informal interaction protocol reveals that the human hand
already undertakes a lot of actions prior to the intended launching of a com-
mand, like grasping, holding or turning it to a faceup position. These hand
gestures, are already expressing intent for a command launch, which could al-
ready be used to invoke the command itself. This observation and the design
motivation of making command invocation easier and quicker, encourages the
use of tangible artifacts that can be manipulated using one’s hands and that
support a “grab-to-switch-on” functionality. An important essential in the
design process for a tangible remote control is the functioning of the human
hand when it comes to grip and control: a human hand can fundamentally
execute two different kinds of grip: a power grip and a precision grip (see
Figure 11).

TUIs to serve as media remote controls have some coverage in the HCI lit-
erature. While tangible objects such as augmented toys incorporate both form
and function and therefore clarify the interaction style [HL07], it is appar-
ently harder to design tangible artifacts for abstract tasks such as controlling
a media center. In [ClDJG02], for instance, so called “navigational blocks”
(wooden cubes containing a micro-processor and labeled with a unique ID)
are proposed to be flipped to one of their six sides in order to query infor-
mation about certain elements in a virtual gallery. In [SG07] a commercial
mobile phone is enhanced with near field communication capabilities and an
accelerometer in order to control a personal computer using simple gestures.
A cylindrical tangible user interface with embedded displays and sensors,
TUISTER, is presented in [BGK04]: upper and lower half of the cylinder
can be twisted against each other, enabling interaction with respect to the
absolute space orientation in order to infer which one of the two halfs was
twisted (to differentiate between fine grained and coarse browsing in hierar-
chical structures). [FHR06b] gives an example on how to control a PC’s media
player using a tangible artifact incorporating accelerometers, magnetometers
and gyroscopes, with respect to a pairing mechanism (the artifact allowed
to sequentially control more than one actuator using RFID tags). A tangible
media control system is also presented in [PAW07], allowing to control ob-
jects (such as a cube that can be flipped to each of its sides) augmented with
RFID tags and a tracking system to control e.g. a software midi synthesizer.
[BSKH05] shows the results towards remote control in a living room through
tangible user interfaces. One of the projects, Flip’n’Twist, uses a cube and a
dial for media control by flipping the cube to its different sides and turning
the dial. Each side of the cube sets the media control system in a distinct
state (such as play, seek and volume control) and lets the user utilize the
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dial for fine grained operations. [SG07] classifies 13 different computational
toys that can be considered tangible user interfaces. The five cube shaped
artifacts allow various interaction styles, such as stacking, shaking, turning,
flipping and touching, regarding adjacency, sequence and network topology
of multiple devices if applicable. Cube shaped TUIs have been proposed,
comprising accelerometers and a proximity sensor is presented that can de-
termine which side is facing up, whether one of three predefined gestures was
performed and if the side facing up has changed (transition). The cube pre-
sented in this report can distinguish more then these states and transitions
as it incorporates an additional gyroscope in order to track rotations around
the vertical axis. To keep power consumption low, the gyroscope is powered
only when it is needed. Accelerometer technology can at the same time be
used to distinguish which side of a cube shaped tangible user interface was
facing up. Cubes that comprise a display on each side and a speaker have
been proposed, addressing applications such as quizzes, a math/vocabulary
trainer and a letter matching game. Observations of our previous prototypes
for media control using a cube (amongst others, see Figure 12) as the tangible
artifact [FR07], we have realized that a system relying on a cube that can be
flipped to its sides to distinguish among different modes of operation requires
the user

� to be very skilled in the usage of the cube
� or to have a look at the cube each time interaction occurs in order to find

out where to flip it, if the cube has corresponding annotations.

It is easy to get confused and to lose track of the current state, and hence
to act appropriate in the respective state. Additionally, it is hard to find a
certain side of the cube if it is currently facing down or away from the user.
By turning or flipping the cube to find the corresponding side, unintentional
interaction could occur, leading to disaffection and desperation. Thus it ap-
pears useful to use other gestures for cube interaction than flipping. That
way, the cube has a base orientation with the button facing up and the label
being readable by the user. The possible gestures include tilting the cube to
the front/back/left/right, pressing the button and turning the cube around
the z-axis (the one heading upwards “through” the button). Each gesture
leads back to the base orientation thus providing the user a known situation
to start from. In [BGK04] an accelerometer based gesture control for a de-
sign environment is presented that allows users to map arbitrary gestures to
certain functions (personalization). Besides controlling a VCR by supporting
commands such as on, off, play, stop, forward and many more the gesture
control system is also suited to navigate in a 3D design software. A respec-
tive user study shows that different users use different gestures for a certain
command—for instance at least 20 gestures were mapped to the VCR record
task by the test persons. While personalization is an important issue, a fixed
set of gestures is a wise choice for simplicity’s sake: users can execute the
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tasks they want to accomplish (controlling a TV set) instead of personalizing
their tangible user interface.

Figure 12 The possible alphabets based on gestures expressed with TUIs are related
to their geometrical shape: (a) cube, (b) can, (c) hexagon.

As now for the design of a TUI based media remote control, simplicity
should be the guiding element of the process. Aside the analysis of the kine-
matics of the human hand (Figure 11), also the observation of well trained
human hand gestures can deliver important information on how to design the
artifact. Taking for example the hand gestures people are expressing with ar-
tifacts of their daily life, e.g. a soft drink can or a cigarette box, it is easy
to see, how form determines handling (Figure 13). It is well known, that,
for example in a coffeehouse situation, people tend to grasp available objects
and play with them in predictable styles: while the can is being turned and
rolled, the box is rather flipped, turned, rotated, tossed, or swapped along
its main axes. We can assume, that this playful handling of objects comes
naturally, and hence has high potential for tangible remote controls, since
movements and hand gestures do not have to be trained, but are already well
conditioned.

Above the “experienced” handling of objects, suggesting to design TUIs
by mapping well learned hand gestures to command alphabets, also the shape
and form of the artifact can lead to intuitive acceptance, or uninspired mis-
designs. Efficient mapping of gestures to commands, i.e. the design of gesture
alphabets is already rooted in the basic form of the TUI. Figure 12 (a) shows
an equilateral cube with rounded edges and corners. The cube can be flipped
to every face as discrete motion and turned about every axis as continuous
motion. Figure 12 (b) depicts a cylindric shape like a can which can be con-
tinuously rotated about the x- and z-axis. It is also possible to flip it over
the horizontal edge as a discrete movement. The hexagon, as illustrated in
Figure 12 (c), has an arched bottom with six faces. The user topples the
interface by tipping it on the top as discrete move limited to six states. A
rotation about the z-axis is possible, but the edgy form forces a gradual ro-
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Hand gestures that “come naturally”: everyday objects based on their
shape, size, geometry and weight “invite” for playful handling.

Figure 13

tation and not a continuous one. Empirical user testing with the cube, the
can and the hexagon reveals that the cube is the best shape if a combination
of discrete (flip) and continuous (turn) gestural expressions are desired.

Besides form, also the overall appearance of a TUI has critical impact onto
its “intuitive” use. The “affordance” [Nor99] of an object, i.e. its ability to ex-
press just those action possibilities an actor can perform with that object (or
in other words: the ability of an object or product to use it in the right way)
can significantly contribute to an easy use design. Figure 14 shows different
designs of TUIs with obviously different affordances. Experiments for exam-
ple involving adults and children with the objects in Figure 14 demonstrated
which shapes are suggestive for which gestures: The cube has a pleasant size
for a hand and encourages the user to grab, flip and rotate it. Moreover,
people tend to press their fingertips into the holes at the cube’s edges. The
two red knobs animate the user to turn it and drag it over flat surface, like a
table or board. The two knobs distinguish only in the way they were touched:
knob (b) is preferably touched and moved with forefinger and thumb, while
knob (d) is picked with the whole hand. The green cuboid “invites” to touch
or finger press the cavity on its top side, to rotate it around vertical edges or
flip it alongside faces.

Having in mind a tangible remote control that is supplementary to a ven-
dor provided remote control control, with the aim to quickly invoke the most
frequently demanded commands, an analysis of a minimum meaningful set
of commands suggests to focus on changing volume, switching the channel
or navigating the menu, switching ON and OFF and bring the system to
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Figure 14 TUI designs with different “affordance”, i.e. the ability to express by its
form how it should be properly used.

its origin state. These functions can be mapped to gestures which can be
expressed by the cube TUI (Figure 15 (a)): Flipping up and down, turning
left and right, shaking and resting (Figure 15). As additional function and
orientation support the cube is equipped with a button to switch between
the set-up mode and the operation mode of the set-top box. Operating mode
functions are volume and channel change which are activated by pressing the
mode button. To change the volume the user has to rotate the cube hori-
zontally. A clockwise rotation increases the volume, an anticlockwise reduces
it. Switching the channel is caused by flipping the cube up and down. These
gestures are also used in the set-up mode without pressing the button to
navigate through the menu. To set the TV set in standby mode, the cube
must be placed into the cradle. A fast shaking of the cube from left to right
sight and back navigates back to into the home state.

The cube platform itself is based on an AT-Mega168 micro-controller, with
additional electronics involving 3 axis acceleration sensors and a gyroscope,
together with IEEE 802.15.4 wireless communication components. A finite
state machine based software architecture is deployed for artifact based hand
gesture recognition, which are converted into standardized IR remote control
commands (Figure 16).

Figure 15 Mapping of command alphabets to TUI hand gestures.
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The cube TUI prototype: Built upon the Atmel AT-Mega168 CPU and
equipped with accelerometer, gyroscope, push-button and IEEE 802.15.4
wirelss communication electronics (a), the hardware board together with
power supply is embedded into the cube cabinet (b). The cube cradle (c)
serves as a “switch off/switch on” interface (c), while gestures expressed
with the cube in hand are interpreted and converted into standardized
remote control commands.

Figure 16

Outlook 7

At the Johannes Kepler University of Linz (JKU), since the year 2000 the
Institut für Pervasive Computing (IPC) has developed its own “Pervasive
Computing Research Agenda”, based on its core competencies in architecture
and software for networked embedded systems (see Figure 17).

Settling around middleware solutions and service architectures, the re-
search lines of focus strive “awareness”, as the means for semantic interac-
tions, “intelligence”, as the technological backing for systems able to perceive,
learn, plan and act, “natural interfaces”, as a search for a confluence among
man and machines and their mutual interplay, and “appliances”, as the phys-
ical appearance of an “ambient intelligence”. Translating the findings in the
focused research lines into industrial applications, ultimately implement a
pipeline of innovations from research to industry in a compelling way.

IPC and RIPE have its stranding in the international scientific commu-
nity. It is frequently asked for consultancies for the EU, and hosts interna-
tional conferences and events in the field, like PERVASIVE 2004, the worlds
most renowned scientific conference in Pervasive Computing, or ISWC’09,
the leading conference in Wearable Computing. IPC/RIPE are engaged in
a number of (international) research projects with industrial partners and
in competitive funding programs like EU FP6, FP7 and national programs
like FIT-IT. In the recent FP7 project PANORAMA, for example, it is re-
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Figure 17 The Role of RIPE in the Pervasive Computing Research Agenda at the
University of Linz.

sponsible for the WP Research Agenda. Some of the recent involvements
in projects are InterLink (funded by IST FET), BEYOND THE HORIZON
(funded by IST FET), CRUISE NoE – Creating Ubiquitos Intelligent Sensing
Environments (IST FP6), BISANTE, EU/IST, Broadband Integrated Satel-
lite Network Traffic Evaluation, or SPECTACLES (Autonomous Wearable
Display Systems) in cooperation with Silhouette International. Application
oriented research, for which IPC/RIPE seeks the Research Studio platform,
is manifested in successful cooperation projects like INSTAR (Information
and Navigation Systems Through Augmented Reality) (Siemens AG, Mu-
nich, CT-SE-1), Peer-to-Peer Coordination (Siemens AG, Munich, CT-SE-
2), Context Framework for Mobile User Applications (Siemens AG, Munich,
CT-SE-2), WebWall, Communication via Public Community Displays, Con-
nect Austria, or VRIO, Virtual Reality I/O, with GUP JKU, IBM Upper
Austria, to name a few.

IPC/RIPE is already successfully engaged in the Research Studio “Perva-
sive Computing Applications” (PCA) inside the Research Studios division of
the Austrian Research Centers GmbH – ARC from 2005 to 2008, now part of
the Research Studios Austria Forschungsgesellschaft mbH. PCA actively com-
mits to and shapes the change of information and communication technologies
(ICT) by a focused research agenda. The availability and fast experimental
turn-around time of cutting edge research infrastructure makes the studio a
very attractive partner for near-industrial research. PCA supports three re-
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search areas: Context and Sensors (e.g. a Wireless Motion Tracking board),
Smart Appliances and Environments (e.g. Virtual Machines for Embedded
Environments) and Intuitive Interfaces (e.g. Tangible Remote Controls). In
2007, the Telekom Austria presented the Telekom Austria Cube, a design
study for the navigation within IPTV portals of the near future—a promi-
nent example for the capabilities of the studio concerning custom electronic
design (integration of multiple sensor data and processing with wireless com-
munication technology) and miniaturization. PCA is currently involved in
the FIT-IT research program SPECTACLES, developing space constrained
electronics for a wearable display, or DISPLAYS, developing architectures for
interactive display landscapes, amongst others.

In the consulting work for the European Commission (DG Information
Society and Media) IPC/RIPE when preparing for the Research Programme
of FET in FP7, and while heading the TC “Pervasive Computing and Com-
munications” (2005–2007), we created the term “Networked Societies of Ar-
tifacts”, to refer to the research agenda raised by the evolution of technology-
rich artifacts (devices, services, objects of everyday use, appliances, etc.) co-
operatively attempting goals with society-like behavior. Such self-managed
“digital artifacts”, going beyond their capability to localize and recognize
other artifacts, are attempting to spontaneously form “goal tribes”, i.e. con-
figure ensembles of possibly complementing competencies, to act in a sensi-
tive, proactive, and responsive, but most of all cooperative and coordinated
way. Understanding such networked societies of artifacts implemented as per-
vasive computing systems (embedded, miniaturized, sensor-rich, actuator-
enabled, wirelessly communicating, context-aware and adaptive to context,
self-configuring, self-managing and self-organizing, remembering and learn-
ing, etc.), but enhanced with societal principles of behavior (cooperation,
coordination), leads to Pervasive Cooperative Systems.

Evidently, such systems raise the need for radically new (formal) mod-
els, architectures, operational principles, methods and algorithms, software
and hardware systems for social, cooperative system behavior, cooperative
management and cooperative organization (on top of “self-management” and
“self-organization”), cooperative goal-orientedness, cooperative sensing, co-
operative learning, cooperative memorizing, cooperative reasoning and re-
trieval, cooperative service delivery, to name a few. It appears worthwhile to
look into those research challenges with “cooperation” being the (induced!)
principle of system design, rather than a concept or feature, implemented
in hard-/software. In our contribution in very recent EU FP7 research pro-
posals we have already expressed aspects of related research issues. In the
EASE (Eternally Adaptive Service Ecosystems) project proposal the princi-
ple of cooperation is manifested in a system framework for the decentralized
deployment and execution of long-lived, highly-adaptive and context-aware
services—taking inspiration on cooperation from natural ecosystems. The
project will investigate and experiment with the modelling and deployment
of services as “cooperative” individuals in an ecosystems of other services. In
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the SOCIONICAL project (FP7 FET)—which has just started—, by looking
at three types of interactions and cooperation among individual entities “in
the small”,

1. among humans,
2. among humans and digital artifacts, and
3. among digital artifacts themselves,

we will ask for (and make attempts to predict) the effects and consequences
of massive, seemingly unpredictable occurrences and mutual causal inter-
relationships among such local interactions and cooperation on the global
properties of the system as a whole (“in the large”). In the (FP7 FET)—also
just launched—project OPPORTUNITY (Activity and Context Recognition
with Opportunistic Sensor Configurations) we have raised the issue of coop-
erative sensing, i.e. the spontaneous, goal-oriented, cooperative configuration
of sensor ensembles to opportunistically collect data about the user and his
environment in a scalable way. Even at the level of applications, in the DIS-
PLAYS project, the principle of cooperation will be addressed with a software
architecture that configures fragmented, dispersed or tiled display hardware
(like e.g. screens), to “cooperatively” deliver complex multimedia content to
the user in a situated, context controlled way.

Based on our previous contributions in the field of Pervasive Computing,
ranging from cooperative embedded sensor-actuator systems (e.g. P2P Co-
ordination Framework, DigitalAura), autonomous systems (e.g. Cooperative
Digital Artifacts, Peer-It), identity management (e.g. 2D Barcode, RFID,
ZigBee, BT or WiFi based solutions), software architectures for context and
activity recognition and prediction (e.g. Context Framework), and “uncon-
ventional user interfaces”, like tangible interaction (TA Cube, SpaceSwitch,
VibraBelt, SmartCase, etc.), implicit interaction (PowerSaver, Smart Living,
SensorChair, Driver Identification, etc.) or display systems (e.g. SPECAT-
CLES, WebWall, SmartShopwindow, SmartMovieposter, Ambient Facades,
AR Car Navigation, Digital Graffiti, etc.), we will consider to address (i) Co-
operative Computing Frameworks and Architectures, (ii) Principles of Co-
operative Management and Cooperative Organization of Networked Embed-
ded Systems as well as (iii) Strategic Application Domains (like e.g. Energy
Efficiency, Green-IT, Smart Material, Wearable Computing or Cooperative
Displays Systems).
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